


Once upon a time, in a land not so far away…

…there is a 
magical forest of  
Make Be-leaves
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Mother Nature was very sad.  

After working non-stop since the dawn of time, she 

needed a break – she wanted to party like all the 

other girls.  In a crowded universe, she had only one 

friend -  her Magic Wand.  Though Mother Nature’s 

creations brought beautiful things into the world, she 

usually just got blamed for the bad stuff, like floods, 

lightning and earthquakes.
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Mother Nature told her Magic Wand about 

a fairytale she made up where she had 

“back-up”, so she could get away without 

consequences. While Mother Nature was 

sleeping, her Magic Wand invented the 

Forest of Make Be-Leaves and out of the 

forest appeared Princess Susie Ameche.
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Princess Susie showed Mother Nature through 

the Forest of Make Be-Leaves, pointing out all 

the beautiful plants that were not Mother 

Nature - but rather a magnificent portrait of all 

her cool stuff. The Forest of Make Be-Leaves 

was so spectacular, that now Mother Nature 

could take a day off and no one would know 

that it was Princess Susie that had it covered.
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CHAPTER TWO

Mother Nature always had the hots for Bob, the 

King of the West Wind.  Disguised as MoNa, she 

went to the autumn festival and dance where she 

knew that Bob – an eligible bachelor so she heard – 

would be.  It looked like a match made-in-nature and 

was going so perfectly as they danced late into the 

night, until Bob’s wife, Gloria – Queen of the 

Northern Lights – showed up.
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Clearly the intel that Mother Nature had 

received on Bob was shaky.  Bob turned out 

to be as flighty as the wind he ruled.  Maybe 

Wanda should have known better, but how can 

you blame a Magic Wand for just seeing the 

beauty in everything.  



CHAPTER TWO

Here’s the good news:  while Mother Nature was 

romancing the wrong man, Princess Susie adorned 

the spectacular floral display for the grand opening 

of the MGM National Harbor Resort with 

magnificent flowers of nature  

that would last forever  

and ever and ever.
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Based on Make Be-Leaves’ success, 

Mother Nature decided it was time to 

try again.  So off she went in search of 

love, and a little more fun. And yet 

another glorious day in the diary of 

Fractured Fairytales. 
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Ted Fisher is heir to the throne of Atlantis, but 

the current king is Neptune. Ted is secretly 

embarrassed that his only claim to fame is heir to 

the throne of a king who will never die.   

MoNa came up with an idea to convince Neptune 

to retire, convincing him to buy timeshares at all 

the most popular beach resorts in the world. 

which would leave the throne open to Fisher.
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Before making her pitch, having learned the hard way, she 

looked Ted in the eye and said “You’re not married, 

right?”  Fool Mother Nature once, shame on you.  Fool 

her twice, you better watch out.  MoNa imagined marrying 

Ted and becoming royalty! Ted wanted to heat things up 

right away, but MoNa, knowing she had to be back  to 

work in 48 hours, decided to slow things down and focus 

on her plan to get Neptune out of the picture.
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Just then an urgent situation arose at the 

soon-to-be-opened SLS resort in the 

Bahamas.   The designer had specified a 

green background to grow in between 

geometric shaped stones throughout their 

dramatic 75 ft. L x 14 ft. W wall.  Impossible 

even for a goddess like Mother Nature. 
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MBL PHOTO OF CLEO’S BAHAMAS MOSS WALL
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Make Be-Leaves came to the rescue, intricately 

securing over 6,000 mixed mosses between and 

behind the geometric stones, working 12 to 15 hour 

days and  completing the installation in record time, 

so that Mona could turn her attention back to Ted.  

MoNa realized that although good help is hard to 

find, when you find great help, keep them close and 

never lose that number! 
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THE END 
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